Machines and control systems for friction stir welding: A review
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A B S T R A C T
This survey presents a literature review on the machine and control systems applied in friction stir welding (FSW) with a special focus on the new trends, i.e., using robots and force control. The physical process of FSW is described and the main parameters that are relevant to select a machine and establish a control system are highlighted. The paper reviews in detail the role of the following parameters of a given machine for FSW: force, stiffness, accuracy, sensing, decision-making and flexibility capabilities. They will be compared in terms of the different machines, namely the conventional machine tools, dedicated FSW machines, parallel kinematic robots, and articulated robots. It is stated that articulated arm robots have enormous potentialities in the industrialization of the process, but they also have important limitations namely related to positional accuracy. A quality FSW weld produced by a robot depends on the fine tuning of some process parameters and force/motion control capabilities. Control systems can deal with these limitations. The different approaches to the control systems applied in FSW are presented and their advantages/drawbacks are discussed.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

FSW was initially developed by Thomas et al. [1] in the early nineties for joining soft metals, as aluminium alloys such as those of series 2XXX and 7XXX, which were generally considered difficult or impossible to weld using fusion welding techniques at that time. In the last decade a lot of progresses have been done in FSW of metals, polymers and dissimilar materials. FSW has been used in several industries such as aeronautics, aerospace, railway, automotive and shipbuilding mainly in welding of aluminium alloys. The FSW process takes place in the solid-phase, at temperatures below the melting point of the material. As a result, the weld seams produced by this method are free from defects such as shrinkage, embrittlement, cracking or porosity. The reduced (relatively low) welding temperature during this process makes possible lower distortion and residual stresses, enabling improved mechanical properties. FSW is also an energy efficient process that requires no filler material and, in most cases, does not require the use of a shielding gas. Furthermore, the process lacks fumes, arc flash, spatter, and pollution which are associated with most fusion welding techniques. This makes FSW a very attractive welding process. Conventional welding poses serious threats to health and safety of workers. Smoke and fumes generated by welding are the most common health risks, as they are extremely toxic. These health risks are found mainly in fusion welding. However, as the process of FSW is a solid state process, it does not present this kind of risk. This is a topic that worries society, which can mean that in some years important restrictions can be imposed to the most dangerous welding processes.

The traditional FSW process consists of the insertion of a rotational tool, formed by a pin and a shoulder, into the abutting surfaces of pieces to be welded and moved along the weld joint, as illustrated in Fig. 1. During the process, the pin located inside the weld joint, generating heat through both friction and plastic deformation softens the material and enables plastic flow, causing the mixture of materials. At the same time, the shoulder placed on the surface of the seam heats and drags material from the front to the back side of the tool, preventing leakage of material out of the welding joint and forming a smooth surface. During the welding process the FSW tool can be tilted backward (travel angle) and sideways (work angle), Fig. 2. While travel angles different from zero are mainly applied when a rotational shoulder tool is used, work angles different from zero are applied in dissimilar-thickness butt weld applications. This process is applied mainly to butt, lap and T-butt weld joints but other joint geometries can be welded.

2. Machine characteristics and applications

Machines used in FSW present different characteristics which concerns to its physical configuration. Depending on the application (welding joint), the equipment that displays the most suitable characteristics must be chosen according to different technical capabilities:
force, stiffness, accuracy, sensing, decision-making, and flexibility. These capabilities will be analysed in detail in the following sections.

2.1. Force capability

A challenging issue in FSW is to have a machine able to support the high loads generated during the welding process, which depends greatly on the type of material and thickness of the work pieces. The most relevant loads acting on a machine during the FSW process are the axial force ($F_z$), the traverse force ($F_x$), the side force ($F_y$), and the torque ($M_z$). Table 1. The directions of these loads are displayed in Fig. 1. All of these loads play an important role in the process. They are a prerequisite to choose or develop FSW equipment. They also play an important role in the control the FSW process, for example maintaining a given axial force or torque allows conferring a good quality to welded seams. Table 2 shows the axial force requirements for various materials with various thicknesses.

2.2. Stiffness and accuracy capability

This is the ability of a FSW equipment withstands loads without undergoing deformation or deflexion. When a FSW machine presents low stiffness its FSW tool deviates from the desired welding path, strongly affecting weld quality. Moreover, low stiff machines tend to cause excessive vibration which in turn can lead to FSW process instability. In general FSW machines present high levels of accuracy however, if machines have low stiffness, their accuracy is reduced due to the same reasons pointed out in the Section 2.2.

2.3. Sensing capability

Sensing consists on the machine ability to be aware of some phenomena that are occurring in the weld joint, i.e. states and values of direct and indirect welding variables involved in FSW process that reflect the evolution of the welding material and consequent welding formation. In this review, it is considered as direct welding variables the welding parameters that somehow can be actuated in a direct way. Some of the welding parameters that compose the direct variables are the rotational and traverse speeds, the tilt angle and the external heat input. On the other hand, it is considered as indirect variables all those variables that cannot be actuated in a direct way, they depend on other variables. This group of variables is composed by the loads involved in the welding process (axial force, traverse force, side force and torque), the temperature reached in the welding area, the stirred material flow and the stirred material mixture, between others.

2.4. Decision-making capability

Control methods can be implemented in the control system of the equipment in order to allow process self-adaptation. The data provided from sensors (values of the direct and indirect variables) are used as feedback to the control system. Therefore, indirect monitored variables converge to desired states and values in which FSW process provides good quality weld.

2.5. Flexibility capability

The flexibility of a machine limits the complexity of a welding path (linear, curve) that can be performed. The number of axes (degrees of freedom — DOF) that a machine possesses usually establishes the
flexibility of the machine. A one-dimensional (1D) welding path is the least complex requiring the least flexibility (smaller number of axes). The simplest version of this machine possesses just two axes. On the other hand, a two-dimensional (2D) welding path requires more flexibility, not only to move the FSW tool through the two directions but also to maintain work and travel angles. A three-dimensional (3D) welding path is the most demanding in flexibility, a machine to perform the simplest 3D path must have at least five axes. In addition, in many applications multiple welds with multiple directions and with multiple orientations are required, which demands the required flexibility of the machine.

2.6. Applications

The choice for a specific FSW machine is dependent on different parameters as indicated above. A major problem is related with the industrialization of the process in general and the capacity of a given FSW machine to produce welds in different parts. Such parts can vary in material, size, geometry, required accuracy, etc. In addition, FSW has been used to produce welds in difficult to weld aluminium alloys and dissimilar materials. Buffa et al. report an experimental campaign to obtain T and lap joints for parts with dimensions of industrial interest (panels 300 × 200 × 3 mm) made of two different aluminium alloys (AA2024–AA7175) [23]. This technologic process is already been used in a wide range of industries, namely aeronautics, aerospace [24], shipbuilding [25], railway, automotive [26], construction, electric, electronic, among others [27,28].

In aeronautics and aerospace industry several parts of aircrafts, rockets and space probes have been manufactured by FSW. This process is appealing because it introduces reduction of manufacturing costs and weight savings. Joining of skins to spars, ribs, and stringers are typical applications of FSW in these industries. The process is suitable for the manufacturing of the following parts: wings, fuselages, empennages, floor panels, aircraft landing gear doors, cryogenic fuel tanks for space vehicles aviation fuel tanks, among others.

Shipbuilding industry makes use of FSW process for an extensive range of applications. The FSW process can therefore be considered for welding the following components: panels for decks, sides, bulkheads and floors, hulls and superstructures, helicopter landing platforms, offshore accommodation, masts and booms, and refrigeration plants.

Applications of FSW in the railway industry include the manufacturing of the following components: high speed trains; rolling stock of railways, underground carriages, trams, railway tankers and goods wagons, container bodies, roof and floor panels.

The FSW process is currently being used in manufacturing of several automotive mechanical components. The process is suitable to produce different welds, long, straight or curved welds. The process has been applied to produce the following components: trailer beams, cabins and doors, spoilers, front walls, closed body or curtains, drop side walls, frames, floors, bumpers, chassis, fuel and air containers, engine parts, air suspension systems, drive shafts, engine and chassis cradles.

FSW has also been applied in construction industry, namely in the construction of aluminium bridges, facade panels (made from aluminium, copper or titanium), window frames, aluminium pipelines and heat exchangers. Moreover, FSW has expanded in the last few years in other application fields like the electrical (e.g. motor housings), oil and gas (e.g. land and offshore pipelines), and nuclear industry.

3. FSW machines

Three kinds of machines are reported in literature as viable to perform FSW. These machines are:
- Conventional machine tools such as milling machines [29,30];
- Dedicated FSW machines or custom-built machines [31];
- Industrial robots [32–34].

3.1. Conventional machine tools

The process of FSW is similar in terms of principle of operation of the equipment to other technological manufacturing processes such as machining, deburring, grinding and drilling. Basically, all of these processes consist in moving a rotating tool through a work piece, producing dragging of material which constitutes the work piece. Thus, it is plausible to assume that a conventional machine tool, such as a milling machine, can be used to perform FSW [35]. However, the loads generated during the FSW process gain more relevance when this equipment is used. The loads involved in FSW are higher than the loads generated in the milling process [36,37]. For this reason, conventional machine tools have to be strengthened in order to increase their load and stiffness capabilities. Thus, there are potential opportunities to modify existing equipment to perform FSW. The machine modifications can be made on several levels: structural, flexibility, decision-making and sensing [38]. The structural modifications are performed in order to make the equipment more robust (some parts of equipment can be replaced such as ways, guides, rails, motors, spindles, etc.). The flexibility can be increased by the introduction of additional motors that provide additional degrees of freedom to the equipment. Owing to the high loads involved in the FSW process, the majority of the solutions have implemented force control to prevent equipment damage and ensure human safety and to achieve good weld quality. The decision-making of the equipment can still be improved providing movement in more directions at the same time. Besides that, the machine can be equipped with multiple sensors to collect different information which will be used to control the equipment through an embedded control solution.

These machines are very popular due to the fact that they are widely used in industry for machining purposes, which is one of the most common technologic processes used in industry. Therefore, the existence of this kind of equipment in industry is guaranteed as well as knowledge to operate it. In FSW the use of modified machine tools is recommended for:
- Prototyping and small series production of:
  - Welding long or small work pieces;
  - Welding thick or thin work pieces;
- Applications where high stiffness is required;
- Single- or multi-axis applications.
It must be expected low production performance. An example of a modified milling machine is presented in Fig. 3 [39].

3.2. Dedicated FSW machines

Dedicated FSW machines tend to have the highest load capability, stiffness, accuracy and availability [31]. They can assume different configurations presenting distinct levels of flexibility. In this family of machines are inserted the custom-built machines that are machines developed specifically to satisfy special product requirements, for example parts for decks of ships [26]. A requalification of these machines to other applications is difficult in several cases. Typically, dedicated FSW machines are relatively expensive and their cost increases with increase in flexibility.

The use of dedicated FSW machines is recommended for high series production of the same part types as conventional machine tools:
- Welding long or small work pieces;
- Welding thick or thin work pieces;
- Applications where high stiffness is required;
- Single- or multi-axis applications).

Additionally, the use of custom-built machines must be considered for applications where the alternative solution does not exist or is relatively expensive. An example of a dedicated FSW machine is presented in Fig. 4.

The welding of high temperature materials, such as steel, stainless steel, titanium, nickel alloys among others, requires high load support which in turn requires highly robust machines. The most recommended equipment to weld these materials is dedicated FSW machine because it is the most robust and structurally stiff machine.

There has been an increasing interest in development of portable FSW machines. This kind of equipment would bring a possibility of applying FSW in remote locations as well as in-situ repair and addition of components to large structures. In order to develop portable FSW machines, FSW tools, mechanisms and loads evolved in FSW have been studied [40]. Actually, the main restrictions imposed to portability of the process are reduction of the loads required to perform FSW and weight of equipment. Although there have been some study about portable FSW, at this time no commercially available systems are known. Popularization of mobile robots that have been assisted in the last few years can aid to develop effective solutions [41].

3.3. Robotic FSW machines

A third family of machines that has recently been introduced in FSW of metals concerns to robotic machines (industrial robots). During several years, low load capability (payload) and low stiffness of industrial robots have prevented the use of robots in FSW applications. However, recent developments have led to development and consequent release in the market of robotic equipment with high payloads which are capable of performing FSW on material of thin-to-moderate thickness. The main advantages presented by robotic machines are flexibility and process automation which allow for significant productivity improvements.

As an example, consider a work piece with welds on multiple sides. A robotic solution allows welding on multiple sides of the work piece in a single setup (for instance the work piece shown in Fig. 5). This reduces non-value-added materials handling applications and can yield a lot of improvements in productivity, consequently reducing welding cost. Applications recurring to 3D welding paths have become increasingly attractive and feasible with the use of a robotic system for FSW. A great range of this kind of application just needs an industrial robot with five DOF which becomes the use of industrial robots more appealing since the most common robots in the market possess five or six DOF.

The robotic-based solutions are available in two basic categories:
- Articulated arm robots [32,33,42];
- Parallel-kinematic robots [43].

Articulated arm robots present high repeatability and flexibility but low accuracy that worsens when they are subjected to high loads. Comparing articulated robots to dedicated FSW machines, generally these
robots display higher flexibility and decision-making capability besides the fact that they are remarkably lower in cost. However, these types of robots have relatively low stiffness and moderate load capability which limit their application. Given their flexibility and relative low cost, they can be the lowest-cost solution by far but have a limited range of materials on which they can perform FSW due to the high loads required to weld some materials. As a general rule, the most robust robots are capable of welding up to 6 (mm) thick aluminium material [42,45,46]. Their capability in higher-melting-point materials tend to be somewhat less. The drawbacks are related to high compliance, which cause process stability issues.

The use of articulated arm robots is recommended for:

- relatively thin material;
- applications having multiple welds that would otherwise require multiple setups;
- dissimilar-thickness butt welds (tailor-welded blanks), these kinds of welds require both a travel angle and a work angle (more flexibility is required). Robots are ideal solutions for this application;
- applications where multi-axis capability is required (different tool orientations are needed);
- higher work volume applications where productivity is an important factor.

Marcotte and Abeele [42] have developed a robotic FSW system based on an articulated arm robot. In this study was successfully reported the production of aluminium welds of 1D, 2D and 3D welding paths. Fig. 6 presents an articulated arm robot capable to perform FSW of 1D, 2D and 3D welding paths. The friction stir spot welding (FSSW), a variant process of FSW, have also been reported as feasible and appealing when performed by an articulated arm robot [47].

The other basic robotic configuration is the parallel-kinematic robot. This type of robot support higher loads and have significantly higher stiffness than an articulated arm robot, as well as the allowed range of orientation. A typical example of this family of robots is the Tricept [19,48], shown in Fig. 7. Parallel-kinematic robots should be considered in similar applications to the articulated arm robots with the following particular characteristics:

- The work volume of the work pieces is relatively small;
- The work piece can be welded near or close to the horizontal plane;
- The load or stiffness requirements are somewhat higher.

Welding of small thinness high temperature materials is also possible with this kind of robot. Shi et al. [49] have developed a 3-PRS (Prismatic, Revolute and Spherical joint) parallel mechanism to perform FSW of 3D welding paths. Table 3 displays a comparative analysis among the different machines.

4. Robotic systems

In general, when an articulated robot is used to produce FSW, robot's paths suffer some positional modifications (errors) which may put at risk the quality of the weld. A solution to overcome this drawback is the tight control of loads acting on the robot during the welding process. Diverse path adjustment techniques have been proposed successfully so far but none of them have solved the problem completely.

4.1. Limitations of articulated arm robots

Owing to the high loads involved in the FSW process and low stiffness presented by articulated arm robots, they cannot guarantee the same robustness as either a conventional machine tool or a dedicated FSW machine [28]. Articulated arm robots are composed by joints and links that have associated servomotors, gearboxes and transmission axes. All of these elements are subjugated to non-predictable phenomena such as backlash, vibration, bearing run-out, between others that attribute compliance to articulated arm robots leading to deflexions in the robot’s joints and links [50,51]. Thus, encoders mounted to robots’ linkage motors to read their position cannot detect such deflexions. The encoder readings are then fed back to the robots control system determining erroneously the position of their end-effectors (i.e. FSW tool).
While robots are moving in the free air, these deflexions are negligible small as pre-known loads and mass can be account for, but when the tool comes in contact with work pieces all these joints and links cause deviations between the predefined robot path and the actual followed path. This leads to deviations away from the welding joint affecting negatively weld quality.

4.2. Improving robotic FSW accuracy

In order to enable articulated arm robots, which present low stiffness, to perform FSW it has been proposed in several studies [33,34,52–54] to control the loads involved in the process instead of to control the robot’s position. In this way it is possible to obtain the same weld quality using an articulated arm robot as when a stiff FSW machine is used. At the same time, if the welds could be performed at lower loads, machine load requirements will also be lower. When load control is employed, excessive loads and loss of contact between FSW tool and work pieces are prevented. As a result, the damage of the components involved in the process (FSW tool, machine, work pieces, etc.) and formation of welding defects are avoided and worker safety is guaranteed.

4.3. Welding parameters affecting stiffness machine requirements

As pointed out above, welding parameters affect resulting weld quality and formation of defects. Moreover, each individual parameter also affects each other, allowing welds of similar quality in the presence of different sets of parameters to be achieved [55]. It is demonstrated in literature reporting FSW of thermoplastics as well as metals that the amount of heat provided to a welding joint is a key point to achieve quality welds. Such amount of heat depends on a number of parameters such as: rotational speed, traverse speed, axial force, torque, plunge depth, external heating provided to the joint, type of material, thickness of the work pieces, etc. Taking into account the exposed above, it is possible to reduce loads generated in the welding process as well as the required level of machine stiffness by keeping the same amount of heat dissipated in the joint. This is achieved by changing the other welding parameters such as rotational speed, traverse speed, etc. [21,22].

Welds performed in a milling machine controlled in motion control have shown a significant reduction of axial force when the rotational speed is increased [36]. This is a result of the increased heat input, which causes the material to soften more. This important conclusion suggests that the deflections in the robot can be significantly reduced by welding at higher rotational speed and at a lower axial force. However, the friction coefficient between tool and material is a limiting factor for the rotational speed. There will not be a proper material flow if a certain rotational speed is not reached, which can cause welding defects. Within a certain parameter range, the reaction forces can be reduced through proper setting of the process parameters, including tool design to make it possible to apply robots for FSW.

Cook et al. [53] used a milling machine to perform FSW on aluminum concluding that the heat input generated by the axial force, rotational speed and traverse speed together with the tool design, must be selected in a proper way. Too high heat input and axial force together with too low traverse speed will simply cause the tool to melt down into the material. On the other hand, a high heat input will produce a softer material during the FSW process, which is beneficial for the robot performance and accuracy. This study summarizes as the axial force requirements imposed to the robot can be reduced by operating at high tool rotational speed and low traverse speed. Crawford et al. [56] have shown by simulation of the robotic FSW process that axial force and torque decrease as rotational speed is increased. The FSW plunging stage was studied by Zimmer et al. [57] concluding that it is feasible to decrease axial force and torque by increasing generated energy (higher rotational speed and lower plunging speed) and/or using control force instead motion control. Similar conclusions were obtained by Mendes et al. [21,22] for the FSW welding stage.

### Table 3
FSW equipment features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milling machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work volume</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup time</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of programming options</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to produce complex welds</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control type</td>
<td>Motion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Parallel-kinematic robot (Tricept) performing FSW.
4.4. Sensing methods to improve weld quality

In FSW of metallic materials the robotization of the process and the use of force/motion control have encouraged a number of studies to achieve improved weld quality. A good example is the study presented by Fleming et al. [58] that investigated automatic fault detection in robotic friction stir lap welds. In order to overcome faults as worm-holes (voids in the weld), real-time analysis of axial force though a methodology based on principal component analysis (PCA) were proposed. A similar study was presented by Yang et al. [59] who have proposed a real-time monitoring algorithm to detect gaps in friction stir butt welding.

Side FSW tool deviation has been an issue that has been studied in robotic FSW of aluminium. In order to prevent excessive side deviation from joint line, several studies have been carried out [44,60–62]. A method for automatic seam-tracking in FSW of lap joints is presented by Fleming et al. [60]. In this method, tracking is accomplished by weaving the FSW tool back-and-forth perpendicular to the traverse direction and monitoring force and torque signals. This approach showed to be efficient and weaving does not reduce weld quality. It can be utilized in robotic and non-robotic FSW process. The same method has been studied for FSW of T-joints by Fleming et al. [61]. The feasibility of the method was shown as well as the improvement of weld quality. Backer et al. [44,62] demonstrated that side deviations are caused by robot deflexion. Compensation of these side deviations are pointed out as irrelevant during welding of thin and/or soft materials but are necessary for butt-joint welding of high-strength aluminium alloys. Online sensing through vision and laser sensors were used to measure robot deviations. Three different approaches proved to be efficient:

- Using a seam-tracking system based on vision;
- Implementing compensations in the pre-programmed robot paths (off-line);
- Using pre-heating techniques of welding joints.

5. Control of robotic system

Over the last years, robot force control has assumed an increasingly important role in the performance of some robotic tasks. It is not only used in tasks where it is sufficient to maintain the contact forces and torques within certain limits but also on tasks where the deflexion of the robot is a major factor. The first case is the most common in robotic applications such as deburring, polishing and assembly. In the second case, applications such as milling, grinding, drilling and FSW are typical examples where stiffness and payload come into play. Even though these two cases can seem different, the approach to deal with them is always the same, i.e. controlling force and torque of interaction between robot end-effector and environment in an appropriate way. Depending on the robotic task, a control technique should be chosen such as:

1) Passive force control when the contact forces should be controlled to achieve task success, but it is sufficient to keep them inside some safety domain giving to the end-effector some freedom to adapt to environment [63];

2) Active force control when the contact forces should be carefully controlled because they contribute directly to the success of the task [63–72].

In the first case, contact forces produce an undesirable effect on the task. They are not necessary for the process to be carried out. In the second case, the contact forces are necessary to finish the task correctly, i.e., the contact forces should be controlled, making them assume some particular value or to follow a force profile.

Active force control is the most used in industrial applications. Although it requires higher investment, both monetary and information processing, it can guarantee that high contact forces will never occur. In order to afford disturbance rejection capability, several studies have been carried out. From the more common methods presented in literature: motion control, force control and hybrid force/motion control, one that has been pointed out by the scientific community as one of the most suitable to deal with robot deflexion and force/torque feedback is the hybrid force/motion control [63]. This method allows controlling the non-constrained task directions in motion control and the constrained task directions in force control. Hybrid force/motion control architecture consists of an external force control loop closed around an internal motion control loop. In order to deal with robot deflexion this approach is the most suitable because the force controller is designed so as to dominate the motion controller. Hence, a position error is tolerated along the constrained task directions in order to ensure force regulation. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate two different versions of this controller.

Up to now, many different kinds of robotic systems using force control strategies have been developed and successfully applied to various industrial processes such as polishing [64] and deburring [65, 66]. A large number of force control techniques (fuzzy, PI, PID, etc.) with varying complexity have been proposed thus far [67,68,70,73, 74]. Pires et al. present a fuzzy-PI controller suitable to deal with high noisy robotic environments [67]. Shih-Tin and Ang-Kiong introduced an hierarchical fuzzy force control system for robot contact motion [68]. An analytical fuzzy-PID controller with constant self-tuned control gain is proposed by Tang and Kwong [70]. A fuzzy logic control system that allow an industrial robot to improve highly its accuracy is described by Kwang and Louis [71]. An hybrid force/motion control system based on fuzzy-PI is introduced by Mendes et al. [73].

According to the current state of the art, there are four different ways to control the robotic FSW process (they will be discussed in the following sections):

- Adjusting the plunge depth according to a given set force [33,34,36, 43,52,75];
- Adjusting the plunge depth according to a given set torque for the robot motors [32];
- Adjusting the plunge depth according to a given set torque for the tool [29];
- Adjusting the traverse speed according to a given set force [30,39].

5.1. Adjusting the plunge depth according to a given set force

This approach proposes the use of force control where the plunge depth (penetration of the FSW tool along axial direction (z-axis)) is adjusted as the tool traverses along the welding joint. Thus, axial force (Fz) converges to a set force ensuring proper forging and consolidation of stirred material. In order to implement this system, a force sensor to collect force readings about loads acting in the FSW tool is needed. These force readings are fed back into a control system that in turn controls robot servomotors attributing proper position to the FSW tool. This control architecture is called direct force control, shown in Fig. 8, where f_s is the set force and f_m is the measured force. A force sensor is relatively easy to integrate but can be expensive and susceptible to noise disturbance. An alternative way to use a force sensor was studied by Gibson et al. [76] who present a low-cost force measurement system that exploits the robotic link deflexion for force measurement purposes.

The axial force has been the most used control parameter because it is the highest load acting on the FSW tool. Therefore, preventing axial
force to reach extremely high values, all the hardware system and the FSW process itself are safe.

5.2. Adjusting the plunge depth according to a given set torque for the robot motors

This second approach is closely similar to the first one, just differing in raw data. In this case the data consists of readings of robot motors torques that are processed to estimate loads acting on the FSW tool. Recurring to the robot Jacobian matrix (J), the applied axial force can be calculated based upon the measured current supplied to each motor in a serially configured articulating arm robot. This control architecture is shown in Fig. 9. The major advantage of this solution is the elimination of expensive force sensors, reducing implementation costs. This solution, called indirect force control, just allow to achieve a rough control of the contact force due to the compliance nature of the articulated robot, only an approximated model of the robot and stiffness is possible to formulate [63,77]. Smith [32] has been quite successful in performing FSW on aluminum using an articulated arm robot with embedded indirect force control, however, the update time was limited to 2 (Hz) because of the computational burden of computing the manipulator Jacobian.

5.3. Adjusting the plunge depth according to a given set torque for the robot motors

This approach takes into account the torque exercised on the tool to feed back the robot control system. Axial displacements are sent to the robot arm to change the previous programmed robot welding path in order to reach a set torque. It is referred in literature [29] that the control of the torque provides more stable results than the control of the axial force when the actuating variable is the plunge depth. In fact, the torque is a more representative variable of the loads acting in the FSW tool than the axial force. The control method is based upon the mathematical model of welding torque given by:

\[
\text{Torque} = \int_0^R 2\pi r^2 \sigma \, dr + 2\pi R^2 \sigma + \int_0^R 2\pi r^2 \sigma \, dr
\]

Where \(\sigma\) is the shear flow stress (N/m²) at the shear interface boundary, i.e. tool surface, \(R\) is the radius of tool shoulder (m), \(r\) is the radius of tool pin (m), and \(t\) is the length of tool pin (m). The model predicts that welding torque is a function of plunge depth. The major benefits of torque control in relation to force control are simplicity and lower cost. A procedure to collect torque readings is recurring to a force/torque sensor. An alternative economical way to collect torque data can simply be using indirect measuring via the supplied current to the spindle motor or in the case of a hydraulic motor, the pressure difference across the motor. Torque control has been successfully demonstrated for the automation of a conventional milling machine. No similar study was found to articulated robots. Further research is needed to assess feasibility of this solution.

Torque control may not be an attractive control procedure to FSW of thermoplastics because the process is very susceptible to concentrate excessive energy (reaching high temperatures and even melting of material) in some stages of the welding joint promoting excessive tool penetration on these stages. In this situation, the axial force tends to increase and may reach too high values that may endanger the integrity on the equipment involved in the FSW process. When a force control approach is employed (similar to torque control) excessive tool penetration can occur. However, excessive values of axial force will be avoided by the control system.

5.4. Adjusting the traverse speed according to a given set force

This approach consists of force control using traverse speed as the actuating variable. Therefore, it is similar to the approach presented in Section 5.1 but in this case a force sensor is used to collect force readings about loads acting in the FSW tool. This approach was proposed by Longhurst et al. [30,39] in the automation of a milling machine to perform FSW along one of its actuation axes (one motor), i.e. welding direction is aligned with one of the axes of the milling machine. It was reported that this system is more robust and stable when compared with a force controller that uses plunge depth as the actuating variable. However, when the traverse speed is used as actuating variable, the plunge depth must be kept constant (not change relative to the position of the work piece surface). This kind of approach is difficult to apply to articulated robots due to its compliance nature. For instance, if a six axis articulated arm robot is used to control axial force via traverse speed, more than one linkage must be adjusted simultaneously as the tool continuously traverses along the welding joint. Any simultaneous multi-linkage adjustment possibly could result in small fluctuations in the plunge depth of the tool. This will further lead to fluctuations in the axial force and possibly negating the advantages of using traverse speed as the controlling variable. This solution has associated the same investment costs as force control via plunge depth.

6. Conclusion and future trends

The common machines used in FSW, i.e. conventional machine tools, dedicated FSW machines and industrial robots, present distinctive characteristics which determine their suitability to each application (requirements imposed by the parts to be manufactured). The use of industrial robots in the process of FSW makes it a more attractive welding process, opening the door for its expansion in manufacturing industry. By controlling the loads involved in the FSW process it is feasible to obtain quality welds with an articulated arm robot. There has been a research axis that intends to make industrial robots more autonomous, flexible, easy-to-use and capable to make decisions. This can extend the use of industrial robots to non-robotic experts for robotic FSW tasks. An autonomous robot will have incorporated more sensors and artificial intelligence that will allow the robot to cope with positional differences (errors) and keep the FSW process controlled as well as all the welding variables stabilized during whole process. Industrial robots have great potential in the FSW of soft metals and polymers in the short time being expectable that this one will be the most used machine in the welding of soft metals. Nevertheless, for FSW of metals with a relatively high thickness the loads involved preclude the use of robots as machine tool.

The evolution of FSW has been enormous in the last years. Current research trends focus on the exploration of new welding materials such as dissimilar materials or composites. Other important point is the manufacturing of dissimilar thickness welding joints which is of great interest and is poorly studied as well as welding joints of 3D welding trajectory and of complex geometry. The FSW machines and its capabilities mentioned in this paper (force, stiffness, accuracy, sensing, decision-making and flexibility) will have a relevant role in the advance of these techniques in a near future. In addition, the FSW machines are the base for the evolution of FSW related processes like Friction Stir Spot Welding (FSSW), Friction Stir Processing (FSP) and Friction Stir Channelling (FSC), and the appearance of new applications for FSW.
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